MAJOR REQUIREMENTS for a BACHELOR OF ARTS in CLASSICAL STUDIES

MINIMUM DEGREE CREDIT HOURS REQUIRED TO GRADUATE = 120 (CORE + MAJOR + GENERAL ELECTIVES)

ANCIENT GREEK or LATIN (5 courses in one language • 15 hours)

- GREK or LATN ____________
- GREK or LATN ____________
- GREK or LATN ____________
- GREK or LATN ____________
- GREK or LATN ____________

CLASSICAL STUDIES WRITING REQUIREMENT

- Satisfied in CLST 4003H or by completing an honors thesis.

CLASSICAL STUDIES CORE (2 courses • 6 hours)

- CLST 1003 Intro to Classical Studies: Greece
- CLST 1013 Intro to Classical Studies: Rome

CLASSICAL STUDIES ELECTIVES (6 courses • 18 hours)

No more than nine hours of electives from the medieval period may be applied to the major.

- ARCH 2233 History of Architecture
- ARHS 4833 Ancient Art
- ARHS 4843 Medieval Art
- CLST 2323 Greek and Roman Mythology
- CLST 3003 Special Topics in Classical Studies
- CLST/ARHS 4413 Greek & Art Archaeology
- CLST/ARHS 4423 Roman & Art Archaeology
- HIST 4003 Democratic Athens
- HIST 4013 Alexander the Great and the Hellenistic World
- HIST 4023 Roman Republic
- HIST 4033 Roman Empire
- HIST 4043 Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages
- HIST 4053 Late Middle Ages
- HIST 4103 Byzantine Empire
- HIST 4113 Archaic Greece
- PHIL 4003 Ancient Greek Philosophy
- PHIL 4023 Medieval Philosophy

COLLOQUIUM (1 course • 3 hours)

- CLST 4003H Honors Classical Studies Colloquium